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Rising immigration growth in the Midwest creates Multi-racial communities and segregation
such as social class segregation, economic segregation, education segregation, and also housing
segregation. In urban America, there are three major sets of explanatory causal factors that have
been hypothesized to explain ethnic residential segregation. They are: housing discrimination,
socioeconomic status (SES) and ethnic group preferences (French 2008, 1).
Lincoln, as a metro city in Nebraska, shows signs of segregation phenomena as well as other
metro cities in Midwest. The analysis tool used for this study is Geographic Information System
(GIS) spatial analysis. This tool enables us to examine the segregation clustering in Lincoln by
using Weighted Overlay Spatial Analysis. Multivariable that will use to overlay are including
segregation variables (economic segregation, social segregation, education segregation) and
housing quality variables (median housing value and year structure built).
We know that houses with structures older than 30 years may be the locations for problems such
as injuries, and sometimes death caused by falls, fire and burns, also suffocation and
strangulation, elevated lead levels, mental health, structural deficiencies and accessibility.
Segregated neighborhoods, which are dominated by middle to low income communities, will

have difficulties to solve those. Combining all segregation topics and housing quality special
characteristics to analyze, the variables will be united for this study.
The analysis of residential housing segregation, will take time series data to see cluster pattern
evolution. Census bureau data every ten years since 1990, 2000, and 2010 will be used for the
segregation time series analysis. The change of pattern every ten years expected to give some
hint of the change in residential housing segregation direction. Expected results are segregated
neighborhoods clustering is still exist but reducing. In the future, conducting the segregation
clustering research by examine the power of cluster is a bright idea.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
I.1 Research Needs and Relevance
Enhancement in transportation systems for movement of people and groups is getting
easy and easier, as part of it, immigration activity creates a multi-racial community in the
US and mostly around the world. As a record, from the total number of immigrants (legal
and illegal) in US on 2000, there is a 28 percent increase, which reaches a new record of
40 million in 2010 (Camarota 2012). The growth is different for every region, such as
east coast, west coast and south part of the US, also the midwest. In midwest, more than
several decades ago, immigrant growth has been occurring across the region. According
to the Pew Hispanic Center, the number of foreign-born individuals living in midwestern
states grew around 30 percent over the past decade. Almost in all Midwestern states,
growth rates exceeded 14 percent, and were more than 50 percent in Indiana, Minnesota,
Nebraska and Wisconsin (Kliewer 2013), see table 1.1.
Due to the immigration, among the traits of metropolitan growth frequently associated
with sprawl are unlimited outward extension of development; low-density housing and
commercial development; leapfrog development, edge cities, and more recently edgeless
cities; fragmentation of land uses planning among multiple municipalities; reliance on
private automobiles for transportation; large fiscal disparities among municipalities;
segregation of types of land use; race and class-based exclusionary housing and
employment; congestion and environmental damage; and a declining sense of community
among area residents (Squires 2002, 2). Not only associated with sprawl, segregation
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phenomena such as land use; race; class-based exclusionary housing and employment,
also associated with the housing market strategy. Especially in downtown housing
market, where is the phenomena usually occurred (Harding 2000, Tsenkova 2011).
Therefore, reducing segregation and improving the quality of life are the aim of the
downtown housing market growth improvement program and housing strategies.
Table 1.1 Foreign-born populations in Midwest (2011)
State

Total foreign-born

% of state population

%change in foreign-bon

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
North Dakota
Ohio
South Dakota
Wisconsin
United States

1,791,249
300,840
132,475
193,243
606,990
394,881
114,036
16,649
452,669
23,672
274,887
40,381,574

13.9%
4,6%
4.3%
6.7%
6.1%
7.4%
6.2%
2.4%
3.9%
2.9%
4.8%
13.0%

+16.8%
+57.9%
+47.0%
+41.4%
+16.5%
+53.8%
+56.4%
+14.5%
+31.3%
+42.7%
+72.5%
+29.7%

Source: CSG Midwest 2013

Downtown housing market growth is related to segregation due to the tendency of
minority domination in the housing market. Mostly, economic and social factors are the
reasons of their domination as well as the racial separation prejudice that is responded by
the minority. The racial factor is also mentioned in some other research. It raises a
problem in creating a segregated neighborhood. Some of other research said that the
segregation between black and white reduced, but rose on Asian, Hispanic, and Pacific
Islander. In Lincoln, the segregation still divided between white as majority and
minorities which include Black, Asian, Hispanic and Pacific Islander. Lower incomes,
who need to find housing in suburban communities, where jobs are growing fastest, find
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it increasingly difficult to afford a house to live in that area. Deteriorating and blighted
neighborhoods surrounding downtown are the only housing market choices with
affordable prices for them. As jobs become more distant, it is more difficult to participate
in informal networks through which job placements are often made. This is most evident
for racial minorities and particularly African Americans. As physical conditions
deteriorate and resources leave the community, so-called "underclass behaviors" that are
at variance with what are traditionally viewed as mainstream or middle-class norms
increase. These communities become less attractive to private capital. The cycles are
mutually reinforcing. Uneven economic, spatial and social developments are all
interrelated pieces of the metropolitan puzzle (Squires 2002, 4).
Underclass behavior is one of the minority responses to racial prejudice and creates
segregation. This underclass behavior term was defined by Haitsma (1989) by breaking it
down into four characteristics that usually detected a bad condition neighborhood:
chronic poverty; non-normative behavior with respect to income generation and family
formation; spatial concentration of such poverty and/or behavior; and intergenerational
transmission of such poverty and/or behavior. Prejudice of certain races living with their
own race or people that live in the same level social class or economic level that are
living together create the segregated cluster. The understanding about segregation and
segregated is very different but hard to define, have been mention by many researchers
and every researcher will have their own definition that explains it. The definition is
different from one researcher to another and from the area of study or the scope of the
study. Therefore, the next paragraph will explain more about the definition of GIS spatial
analysis, segregation, segregated, and clustering term that will be used in this study.
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DEFINITION
1. GIS Spatial Analysis
Spatial analysis is a set of techniques for analyzing spatial data. The results of spatial
analysis are dependent on the locations of the objects being analyzed. Spatial data
represents a physical location and geometrical shape of an object (Carleton College
2013).
“Weighted overlay analysis usually used to solve multicriteria problems also geostatistics
are ideal for analyzing and predicting the values associated with nearly any kind of
spatially continuous phenomena (ESRI 2010). This two types of spatial analysis, will
create segregation clustering analysis with detail for 1990, 2000, and 2010 as time series
year.
•

Weighted Overlay
This process is generating common values for dissimilar variables to conduct
integrated analysis. This analysis system could be used to analyze several
variables with different scales or values together, such as dollar, percentage,
density, and so on. Moreover, the variables can have different power towards each
other. They can have their own importance level (ESRI Developer Network
2013).
In this analysis, classifying the variable into certain number of groups will be
needed. In this study, Natural Breaks (Jenks) system is the one that has been
chosen. This classifying system will show absolute change or differences through
time (Brewer and Pickle 2002).
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•

Geostatistical Analysis using Kriging/ CoKriging Interpolation
Kriging is an interpolator that can be exact or smoothed depending on the
measurement error model. It is very flexible and makes it possible to investigate
graphs of spatial auto- and cross-correlation. Kriging uses statistical models that
allow a variety of output surfaces including predictions, prediction standard
errors, probability and quantile. The use of Kriging flexibility is required by a lot
of decision-makers (Loret 2010, 55).

2. Segregation and Segregated
Segregation is an act or process of people or groups that share a specific character or
similarity which is living in certain geographic areas with a clear border within each
specific geographic area of group that share a specific similarity. We can see a visible
separation such as a block with another block, or neighborhood A with neighborhood B,
or real estate C with real estate D or other kinds of geographical systems that involve
certain people or groups that share similarities such as races, economic class (income,
poverty, occupation, etc), social class (education).
Therefore, the term Segregated is a geographical area of people or a certain group that
practices segregation or has been separated.
3. Clustering
Concentration is a cluster of groups or objects staying close together, which are sharing
common things in specific characteristic geographic area. It could be a shape, pattern, or
number. This is one of the well-known five segregation measurements that are used on
the Residential segregation as multidimensional phenomenon (evenness, exposure,
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concentration, centralization, and clustering). These five measurements predict the
minority segregation distribution. First, they probably vary with evenness characteristics
either overrepresented or underrepresented. Second, they probably have an exposure to
the majority members that is limited by reality-rarely sharing a neighborhood. Third, they
probably spatially concentrate within small areas. Fourth, they probably centralized in the
urban core or a more central location than the majority. Fifth, they are probably tightly
clustered to form a contagious enclave, or be scattered around the urban area (Massey
and Denton 1988, 283).
The five measurements are also associated with the communities’ way to connect with
each other or the environment. Evenness is the differential distribution of population.
Exposure is the potential contact between each group. Concentration is the physical
relative amount of spaces occupied by a group. Centralization is the degree of location of
a group to the center of an urban area. Clustering is the degree of minority living
disproportionally in a contagious area (Iceland et al. 2002). The five measurements are a
physical measurement of minority in an urban area or the demography measurement.
Slightly different with the measurement used by Iceland and Macey and Denton, this
study will use unified segregation variables with housing quality variables. Segregation
variables consists of 4 variables (population density, racial percentage, income below
poverty percentage and education attainment less than high school percentage) and
housing quality consists of 2 variables (median value of housing and number of housing
with structure year built older than 30 years old).
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4. Evolution
Development of something that changes gradually could be in mean of time, or form.
Change starts from simple to more complex form or otherwise (Farlex a. 2013). The
development in evolution could take a wide range of time. In this study case, the time
range will use three series of ten year census data. The time series are 1990, 2000 and
2010.
Ten yearly census’ showing a more complete data of census and commonly used for time
series based research or study. Several researches had studied the change in demography
as the variable of segregation such as population, racial, income, poverty, education,
employment, age, and housing condition time to time (Briggs 2005, Brown and Sharma
2009, Iceland and Steinmetz 2003). With different analysis, different variables and
different size area of study, the measure and the result would be different. The focus on
segregation and introducing of intermixing is very interesting to follow.
Moreover, the pattern of segregation clustering problems in housing are traced in history
and the present housing conditions (Varady et al. 1998). Previous and present housing
policies and programs are influencing the demographic condition. Thus, time series
analysis using the segregation variable to see the changes that are demographically
recorded by the census bureau in ten years will go along with the housing condition and
also the quality of life in a certain area. Especially, using GIS spatial analysis map within
the census block data, the detail change and condition could be monitored and clearly
visible. In this study, the GIS spatial analysis will be the main tool to execute the data and
the pattern map for the main result that will be used as the main discussion subject for
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planners in terms to understand the past, trend and tendency so that planners have choices
in the process of making decisions.

I.2 Objective of Research
For research that using racial analysis, for example, Brown and Sharma (2009) in Urban
Geography is concerned with racial/ethnic intermixing as it varies among the 49 largest
U.S. MSAs in 2000 and its change over the 1990-2000 decade. Race/ethnicity is defined
in terms of the major census categories of African American, American Indian, Asian,
Caucasian, and Hispanic. This research is more concerning about the intermixing to the
service in housing, especially the affordable housing and others that are directed to the
neighborhood (Brown and Sharma 2009, 1).
The research by Brown and Sharma (2009), analyze the intermixing and the service in
housing that indicate the quality of housing in the neighborhood with intermixing racial
or segregated neighborhoods. This neighborhood usually indicates it with a retirement
area or with university present. It is also shown that most neighborhoods with intermixing
have low quality of life especially from housing safety. People with low-household
incomes, the elderly, people with disabilities, and minority populations are least likely to
have access to safe, healthy, affordable, and accessible homes. For approximately 2
million families at the bottom of the socioeconomic ladder, housing is so severely
deficient that it is barely adequate. For nearly 18 million Americans, more than 50% of
family income is consumed by housing costs. Consequently, these families cannot meet
expenses for other basic needs such as medical care, childcare, heating and gasoline, food
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and with fuel costs rising; their ability to meet these expenses may be further
compromised.
With the low access to the good quality of life, this intermixing neighborhood is likely to
have a short term resident such as a renter rather than an owned house. People with low
incomes may not be able to secure adequate, affordable homes and may be forced to
move often. This housing instability also contributes to adverse health outcomes,
including increased asthma morbidity, tuberculosis, and developmental delay, as well as
school failure and delinquency. Those who are both homeless and chronically ill are
confronted by a unique set of problems as they try to maintain medical regimes related to
asthma, diabetes, or AIDS. Without an adequate supply of affordable homes, healthy
homes cannot be achieved (Office of the Surgeon General (US) 2009).
Beside the connection between racial segregation and the health effect by housing
quality, in another paper called Iceland with Steinmetz, they examine the effective size of
study area by comparing the segregation variable such as race to both census tract and
census block group. They describe residential segregation as the distribution of different
groups across units within a larger area, such as a housing market (Iceland and Steinmetz
2003, 1). They found that the housing pattern index score shows a better result in census
block group level rather than using census tract. The result will also be different in a
smaller or larger metropolitan area. The larger metropolitan area will have more people
and will make calculations less objected to randomizing the variations (Iceland and
Steinmetz 2003, 5).
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The size of metropolitan area that also influences the objectivity of the analysis will also
be a considering factor to use census tract or census block. The housing pattern size with
census tract size will show more diversity because of the size of population that is
observed. By using the census tract block group, the size of population that is observed is
likely smaller and detailed in diversity. The housing pattern could associate with the
segregation word which shows the acceptance level of diversity. People with different
races, different economy class and education will create a great community and rich in
culture.
With the condition of diversity in Lincoln and recent change in the community and
neighborhood intermixing, it is worthwhile to do this Residential Housing Segregation
analysis addressed to Lincoln, NE., also Lincoln has a felicity to be able to free from the
segregation phenomena. Undeniably, foot prints of good intention from the citizens in the
neighborhood and the people are showing ability to blend with other races and different
levels of economic and social life. It shows by the level of mixed race born and the
number of one or two more races populated in Lincoln (figure 1.2).
To encourage the diversity and the blend of races which leads to less segregation
phenomena, using Lincoln as the object of this research will help Lincoln address the
problems and solve it as far as we can do as a planner. This research will begin with
addressing the right target of new affordable housing development for segregated
neighborhoods. Raising the housing quality level which in turn will invite other groups
with different characteristics to join in the neighborhood, is a regional planning strategy
that will be applicable to Lincoln in this period of time.
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Figure 1.2 City of Lincoln Racial Census Tract Quick Fact.
Race
White alone, percent, 2012 (a)
Black or African American alone, percent, 2012 (a)
American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent, 2012 (a)
Asian alone, percent, 2012 (a)
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent,
Two or More Races, percent, 2012
Hispanic or Latino, percent, 2012 (b)
White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent, 2012

Nebraska

USA

89.9%
4.8%
1.3%
2.0%
0.1%
1.9%
9.7%
81.4%

77.9%
13.1%
1.2%
5.1%
0.2%
2.4%
16.9%
63.0%

Source: US Census Bureau (c) 2013

The segregation phenomena could result from several action of residential activity such
as real estate development, mortgaging system, new development areas, and tax increase.
For example, segregation results from the practices of organizations, some are
deliberately organized, and some from interplay of individual choices that discriminate.
Stirring practices that mostly one example of organizations practice because it is
involving the real estate company and also the mortgage party such as the banks or the
credits companies.
This problem shall be solved by changing the system or policy in mortgage which will
lead and arrange based on the found of this thesis and the map to find the right direction
and region. In the conclusion of this research, the change and policy suggestion will be
included as well.

I.3 Research Question
The main question of this research is: How segregated is Lincoln neighborhood when
taking multi-segregation into account in a time series of 1990, 2000, and 2010? This
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question is the goal of the research that will lead by GIS analysis to get the housing
pattern and the cluster of segregation, also the quality of life regarded housing condition.
Expected results of this research is the finding of residential segregations in Lincoln
which shows the clustering pattern and the problem it has. The expected result forms a
time series of mapping that shows a certain segregated area with overlay multivariable.
The result might go unexpected once when the map did not show the clustering
residential segregation hotspot occurred. If the result shows a disperse pattern, the
variable used might have no relation at all or there are other aspects or factors that are
unknown and influencing the pattern of residential segregation.

I.4 Description of research methodology
Unit of Analysis
The research will use 1990, 2000, and 2010 Census Tract block group data of Lincoln,
NE created by Census Bureau. Why using census tract in spite of census tract block
group? Based on re-search by Iceland and Steinmetz, the result of analysis with these two
different units has no big different in residential segregation dissimilarity index. Even
more, comparing the five measurements of residential segregation include concentration,
clustering, and centralization shows no difference. The big implication shown in
evenness and exposure score differently because smaller unit analysis (census block
group) tend to be more modestly homogeneous than a larger one (census tract) (Iceland
and Steinmetz 2003, 4-5). “Census tracts, which typically have between 1,500 and 8,000
people, with an average size of about 4,000 people, defined with local input, are intended
to represent neighborhoods. They are designed to be relatively homogeneous with respect
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to population characteristics, economic status, and living conditions” (Iceland and
Steinmetz 2003). This research intends to examine the segregated neighborhood in
Lincoln. Census tract, which is representing the neighborhood, is a good choice, but to
have a detailed analysis object, census tract block group is the answer.
Time Series to Evaluate Evolution of Segregation in Lincoln, NE
The concern to review the influence of the previous policy to the housing condition is
now very important to refresh our mind of what occurred and what was done. Also, we
want to know if problems are solved with that policy or not as well as what are the
positives and the negatives of the policy. Will it still fit with our national and housing
condition right now?
Thus, the analysis will take time series analysis from 1990, 2000 and 2010. The every 10
years’ time series is much easier to conduct because the census data is available for all
those years. Moreover, this research which is using multivariable analysis, has to cross
check the availability of all variables that will be used. At some points, the variables are
available in a different name or there will be a change in the block group number
depending on the city expansion and annexation.
Multivariable for Segregation and Housing Quality
Segregation variables mostly used in other research are: population density, mixed race,
income, poverty level, education, working place, and commute vehicle. For example, a
research was done for Omaha by French (2008) where it used demographic characteristics,
housing characteristics, economic characteristics, commuting characteristics, and education
characteristics for “ethnic” neighborhoods in Omaha.
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This study will focus on clustering of segregation variables. In spite of using housing
quality characteristic as one of the segregation variables, separating housing quality
variables will have its own power in the analysis process using weight overlay and will
create the cluster of segregation with low housing quality. Clustering is the degree of
minorities living disproportionally in a contagious area (Iceland et al. 2002). The
segregation variables are a physical measurement of minority in an urban area or the
demography measurement. For the minority quality of life, the measurement will be
using the housing quality index such as the housing structure year built which is assumed
equal to the sturdy and decent level of housing.
Housing quality could be check by the HUD Housing Quality Standards (HQS), which
consists of the following thirteen (13) performance requirements such as: Sanitary
facilities; Food preparation; and refuse disposal; Space and security; Thermal
environment; Illumination and electricity; Structure and materials; Interior air quality;
Water supply; Lead-based paint; Access; Site and neighborhood; Sanitary condition; and
Smoke Detector (U.S. Housing and Urban Development 2001, 10-2).
Housing quality standard from HUD is one of the bases to control the housing condition
to provide safe and sound housing for the citizen. The housing price, most likely reflects
the housing condition both structure and environment. The Selected Characteristic is the
variable that this research would like to examine with other variables of segregated
Neighborhood. Because it is also a factor where people with the similar condition of
housing quality will live together and make a cluster with certain borders within the other
housing condition. The entire segregation variable will show a pattern of clustering if it is
mapped based on the value of each variable. Also, within a size of study area such as
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census tract block, the segregation pattern trace will be more visible and contract one
from the other. Using GIS, the mapping could be more colorful and clear.
Geographic Information System (GIS)
This study is descriptive and includes the spatial analysis using Geographic Information
System (GIS) and does not attempt to identify causes of segregation. The segregation
examination will use Lincoln racial, income, population, and housing value from the
2010 census bureau and Lincoln total houses (structure year built 2010). A 5 year
estimate from census bureau data will be used as the main data for the housing structure
year built pattern. However, literature research will explain the variable justification for
the examination with GIS program.
GIS program produced a viable map that could explain the spatial analysis of a
phenomenon for better understanding. These systems allow the spatial visualization of
variables such as individual populations, quality of community diversity indexes or
housing sales in a region using maps. Besides the visual perception of the spatial
distribution of the phenomenon, it is very useful to translate the existing patterns into
objective and measurable considerations. Two GIS analysis that will be used are
Weighted Overlay Spatial Analysis and Kriging Geostatistical Analysis. Both of the
Analysis has its own strength and one completes the other.
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Chapter 2 Identification of Main Topics
and Concepts
Segregation, as an old issue that has been around for several decades, is not in hot news
anymore and several people will think it is just a repetition. Also, as time goes by,
sometimes it disappears from the policy agenda. As a planner, it is our task to remind the
government and other people to watch for this phenomenon and the needs of consistent
problem solving in the city policy or future plan.

II.1 Segregation and Housing Policy
Some policies are created using the rational model: An important problem is identified,
its dimensions described, and responses are formulated and put forth. Other policies come
about when constituencies mobilize around a particular issue, ideology is brought to bear,
programmatic responses are negotiated among stakeholders, and money is appropriated.
(Rethinking Federal Housing Policy 1998, 3)
In several past decade after the Industrial Revolution, life quality throughout the world
decreases, a lot of slums, disease everywhere, and people struggling for life but not to
live better. US was one of the developed countries at that time and faced the problem as
well. In 1930’s, Roosevelt’s government indicated the problem and tried to solve it with a
housing policy that seems to be a conservative approach.
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The housing policy act of 1937 that is also well known as Wagner-Steagall act required
that the construction of new public housing units be matched by the removal of an equal
number of substandard dwellings from the local housing supply. It would seek to link any
low income housing built directly to the elimination of slums in the cities and to the
creation of jobs and local business opportunities. (The Public Housing Debate 2013)
Since then, several policies and acts were created to help US citizens live in a better place
with good quality and health standards. The federal housing program would increase the
quality of housing without increasing the quantity. The federal housing policy moved
together with the history of US. The connection between those two created cause and
effect to reach the balance and proportional scale between the housing supplies, people
affordability to pay rent or own a house, and affected the current politics, economics and
social events in the country and international world.
Some policies are created using the rational model: An important problem is identified,
its dimensions described, and responses are formulated and put forth. Other policies come
about when constituencies mobilize around a particular issue, ideology is brought to bear,
programmatic responses are negotiated among stakeholders, and money is appropriated.
(Rethinking Federal Housing Policy 1998, 3)
When the 1930’s Great Depression occurred, all economic activity was shaken by the
event, including housing, which is part of the basic needs of people. Whenever there is a
big downturn, a policy is usually created to return everything to its position before. In
housing policy history, for the first time, the government tried to involve itself in the
housing market through the creation of Federal Housing Administration (FHA) in 1934.
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Besides providing people with better housing so that they could live a better life, FHA
created a way for the government to influence the housing market to help the economic
condition. FHA’s first intention was to insure privately issued mortgages, principally in
response to the unprecedented unemployment and foreclosure levels of the Great
Depression (Rethinking Federal Housing Policy 1998, 4)
We can see throughout the major Federal Housing Act and other housing-related federal
legislations what the government tried to achieve with their policy.
Major Federal Housing Acts
1. 1937 Housing Act created a public housing program.
2. 1949 Housing Act expanded public housing and Federal Housing Administration
Mortgage Insurance.
3. 1954 Housing Act authorized urban renewal and imposed planning and
participation requirements for public housing.
4. 1961 Housing Act created Section 221(d)3 and Section 202 programs.
5. 1968 Fair Housing Act outlawed housing and mortgage-market discrimination.
6. 1974 Housing and Community Development Act created the Section 8 and
Community Development Block Grant Programs and ended section 235 and 236
programs.
7. 1977 Community Reinvestment Act allowed community groups to intervene in
the bank merger approvals.
8. 1986 Tax Reform Act created the Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program.
9. 1988 Fair Housing Act Amendments strengthened fair housing enforcement.
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10. 1990 Cranston-Gonzales National Affordable Housing Act created the HOME
program.
Other housing–related federal legislation that also affected the residential condition much
more as well as shows us the footprint of government concern are:
1. 1934 Federal Housing Administration and government-sponsored mortgage
insurance created.
2. 1938 Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) created.
3. 1944 Veterans Administration mortgage insurance program created.
4. 1945 Fannie Mae reorganized and expanded.
5. 1961 Federal Housing Administration outlawed redlining.
6. 1965 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development created.
7. 1968 Fannie Mae converted to investor-owned government sponsored enterprises
(GSE).
8. 1969 Kaiser Committee report (President’s Committee on Urban Housing) issued,
triggered creation of Section 235 and 236 programs.
9. 1970 Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) created.
10. 1975 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act enacted.
11. 1987 McKinney Act enacted, providing funding for homeless housing.
12. 1989 Financial Institution Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act enacted,
allowing federal disposition of foreclosed properties.
13. 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act enacted, prohibiting discrimination based
on disabilities.
14. 1993 HOPE VI program started.
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15. 1995 Homeownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) requiring expanded
disclosure of mortgage terms.
16. 2008 National Housing Trust Fund created.
(Rethinking Federal Housing Policy 1998, 4)
In order to clarify the program and it description, a brief of other interested Housing
Policy and Programs linked to the event, the main purpose and affection of the Policy to
the general condition of U.S. housing market. Especially today’s city scape and housing
strategy trends that are influenced by the history and evolution of policy from time to
time. However, with any politics and any decision, people shall come first. Attention for
both what diversity means in United States in the past and present, and how the nation
should respond to increased diversity and persistent racial inequality is solely needed.
Especially to the extent of its value over people’s access to job, education, and housing
opportunity that is very crucial, although certain policies that have been applied to ensure
fair and equitable access are often tricky in the implementation process (Briggs 2005).
Federal policy connection to the local housing development comes through the act of
business activity. For example, during the time of Housing act 1937, while the federal
government would provide funding, the ownership and operation of the housing would be
the responsibility of the local public housing authority, appointed by local elected
officials. Leaving operational decisions up to local authorities ensured that communities
that did not want it could avoid public housing and those that did could determine the
project’s location, virtually guaranteeing that housing projects would remain racially
segregated.
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The Housing Act of 1937 also set very low maximum income requirements for public
housing residents. This policy was intended to alleviate fears that public housing would
compete with the private market, but it ultimately led to high concentrations of poverty
within public housing projects.
Racial/ ethnic residential segregations big turn might start from the Fair Housing Act
of1968 which is the well-known name for the Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968.
It was meant as follow up to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. In the Civil Rights Act of
1964, it prohibited discrimination in housing but there were no federal enforcement
provisions. Congress passed the act in an effort to impose a comprehensive solution to
the problem of unlawful discrimination in housing based on race, color, sex, national
origin, or religion. The Fair Housing Act has become a central feature of modern Civil
Rights enforcement, enabling persons in the protected classes to rent or own residential
property in areas that were previously segregated (Farlex b. 2013).
The primary purpose of the Fair Housing Law of 1968 is to protect the buyer/renter of a
dwelling from seller/landlord discrimination. Its primary prohibition makes it unlawful to
refuse to sell, rent to, or negotiate with any person because of that person's inclusion in a
protected class. The goal is a unitary housing market in which a person's background (as
opposed to financial resources) does not arbitrarily restrict access (Barbara 2013).
As in 1994, the housing affordability became a focus on housing strategy in Lincoln,
Lancaster County, based on a 1990 Census, 21% of households spent over 30% of their
income on housing, while 8.5% spent over 50% of their income on housing. The
affordability term supposed that a household would not spend more than 30% of its
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income on housing and utility (Bradley 1999, 30). Therefore, in the 1994 LincolnLancaster County Comprehensive Plan mentioning HOME or CDBG fund as source for
financial assistance from the City as part of the Comprehensive Housing Affordability
Strategy (CHAS). This incentive program has a goal to encourage creation of low-income
housing in Lincoln as well as incentives to preserve the housing stock in older
neighborhoods for all income groups. Under CHAS, lending and community investment
needs are ensured by the City. Neighborhoods, private sectors, and lenders are the main
inputs. All main inputs must be educated on lending patterns and the Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA) obligation of lenders (Bradley 1999, 47).
For the next decade, Federal Housing and the Urban Development Department released
the Lead Paint abatement grant. This grant was released as the result of finding out about
the danger of Lead contamination around the country. Lead usually used in paint and in
housing that was built before 1978, could be found in door paint, fence, porch paint,
windows, vinyl mini blind, window sills, stairs, and old built-in furniture. Also
sometimes water and soil are contaminated as well because of the leaking contamination
trough rain water that runs through wall paint or car paint (EPA Home, 2014). Lincoln
Housing Authority as a party that Endowment HUD grant as explained in Light House
(2001), communicates the grant to the public such as house owner and landlord.
Therefore, in Comprehensive Plan 2013, the Lincoln Urban and Development
Department (UDD) has several programs to run for the housing market.
•

First Home Buyer Program is using a HOME fund to help Lincoln first time home
buyers buy a loan for 80% below Area median Income (AMI). There are three
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steps in this program that home buyers have to follow depending on the property
location.
1. Attending and completing home buyer training.
2. Begin the housing search.
3. Find the right down payment assistance and rehabilitation funds that are
needed.
•

Improvement or Housing Rehabilitation programs are available to help home
owner to maintain their house condition. The programs are:
1. Emergency Loan Program.
2. Home Improvement Loan Program. CDBG grants are used by UDD to
rehabilitate and improve the housing within the City of Lincoln.
3. Direct/Deferred Home Loan Program.
4. Troubled Property Program. Administered by NeighborWorks-Lincoln.
5. Housing Development Loan Program.
6. Barrier Removal Program.
7. RESCUE Program. This program uses HOME funds to help blighted and
vacant property with trouble and/or is donated to the City.
Therefore, Lincoln UDD works together with Lincoln Housing Authority (LHA)
NeighborWorks-Lincoln to apply the Federal Housing Program. The funds are
shared through all program as well (City of Lincoln Urban Development
Department (b) 2013).
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II.2 Identifying Study Area, Lincoln, in Detail
Lincoln, the capital city of Nebraska and the second largest city after Omaha is located in
Lancaster county and is home of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Based on Citydata.com accessed October 13 2013, it has 265,404 people (100% Urban, 0% Rural) and
3.9% unemployment rate. The population growth rate is 17.7%.
Lincoln city has German (33.8%), Irish (11.6%), English (8.1%), Czech (4.8%), Swedish
(4.3%), and Native American (2.4%) of ancestry’s racial diversity percentage. This
means Lincoln has been a place for diverse people to live together. Nowadays, with
Nebraska state foreign born reaching 50% in state levels (refer to the chapter 1 figure 1),
Lincoln’s 16,493 residents are foreign born (2.6% Asia, 2.0% Latin America, 0.8%
Europe). The foreign born reaches to 6.5% for the city and 5.5% portion of state.
Figure 2.2.1 Border City of Lincoln in Lancaster County, Nebraska with Minority Race
Percentage
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The map color gradation symbolized the percentage of mixed race portion in a block
group. Values are determined from lighter to darker: 0%-7%; 8%-14%; 15%-22%; 23%29%; 30%-36%; 37%-43%; 44%-51%; 52%-58%; 59%-65%.
Lincoln has a density of 212.4 per sq. miles of area and population of 302.157 people. As
a metropolitan city, this density makes Lincoln ranked 156 between other US
metropolitan cities (World Media Group 2013). Even though the first people who came
to Lincoln mostly are European, the generation has changed in diversity. More people
immigrate to Lincoln with a different background and race. The population growth
moved along the immigration flow for the job market. Hispanic, Asian and other minority
peoples come to find a job and make a living. Housing is one of the essential needs for
livelihood and shelter. With new starting levels, the minorities come with low-level skills
and some of them have high-level skills. Since years ago, Asian and Hispanic populations
have been the two largest, fastest growing immigrant groups that have created more
racially diverse neighborhoods in the suburbs. The suburban areas become a more
vulnerable city which feature school failure, weak fiscal capacity and other problems
associated with it.
Within the suburbs with more immigrant populations starting their life, the environment
gives them both opportunity and also challenges. Therefore, opportunity and challenges
in the housing market go along with increasing social diversity. More specifically, to
ensure opportunity and security for all citizens, the analysis of segregation clustering will
show the hot spot of segregation geography patterns of opportunity for both the diverse
neighborhood and non-diverse neighborhood (Briggs 2005, 22).
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Stability of a neighborhood is defined by: the past history stability, the distances from the
downtown area, its percentage of available rental housing, a secure amenity, and the
presence of minority. (Briggs 2005, 23). Even the presence of minority is one of the
factors that define the stability of a neighborhood in Briggs, measurement of minority
presence will create a segregation action. In Lincoln, the presence of minority is strongly
encouraged by the government to make a diverse but stable neighborhood. Therefore, the
government has a growth plan to improve the downtown neighborhood by developing
approximately 1,000 infill dwelling units in existing residential areas throughout the city.
Affordable housing is also considered in the development plan (City of Lincoln Planning
Department 2013).
New affordable housing projects and housing maintenance assistantships from Lincoln
local government is available for the people in need, who have low income. Housing
ownership and housing maintenance is an important part of housing market control. In
Lincoln, for those who are in need to have a house or maintain their housing condition,
several programs are available to use and will provide good services.
Figure 2.2.2 Capitol City Building View in Lincoln, NE

Source: City of Lincoln Chamber of Commerce 2013
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The housing market in Lincoln shapes the city scope as shown in the figure 2.2.2 as a
compact administration and commercial area in downtown as the urban area and includes
the suburban areas with a combination of commercial and residential goes towards the
rural area with more residential housing and farms. Rural areas are block groups where
the city boundary is. The housing trend is growing rapidly in rural areas and supplying
newer structured buildings. The supply of older housing stays and is stagnant around the
urban and suburban areas.
The previous act from 1930’s to 1970’s encourage low income people to support
themselves in sheltering their family. Such as section 8 that helps the low income people
to pay the rent by sharing the portion of rent between householder and federal
government, as well as the creation of Ginnie Mae and Fannie Mae to support low
incomes having their own house. In this length of decades, segregation become a real
problem in the housing market that also influences Lincoln’s housing trend. The practice
of market stirring, separated residential into block of difference racial.
Therefore, the next decade to 1990, the federal government and local government enforce
the fair housing act to reduce the segregation phenomena. Cranston Gonzales and other
fair housing acts also support citizens of all races to have a mixed community. After
1990, the government concentrated on public housing and Native American housing. In
this time frame, the issue about lead paint and asbestos problem arose and affected the
housing structure investigator. The segregation reducing program got less attention and
segregated neighborhoods with a lot of social, economic and physical problems got
clustered together, separated from the majority neighborhood.
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The hard time in the 2000’s began by house value collapse following the economic crisis
in 2008, under Alfonso Jackson as the 13th HUD secretary starting the American Dream
Down Payment Initiative. This program encouraged new development of housing around
the outskirt city boundary. But since the HUD secretary switched from Alfonso to Steve
Preston as the 14th HUD secretary, several programs restructured the residential
segregation condition back to track such as Housing and Economic Recovery act. The
government’s plan was to have a stable community by the Neighborhood Stabilization
Program as well as a Sustainable Community Initiative.
To provide safe and decent housing for citizens, due to the number of housing with older
structure years built in Lincoln, the local government of Lincoln providing assistantships
and other programs. Most of them target low-mid income household, sometimes with
citywide scope or designated for certain areas only.
The housing structure year built as well as the price also creates the identity of the
neighborhood because those factors usually defined the owner of the housing. For
example, new or young householders and immigrants that just began their family life tend
to have low middle income and choose to own older housing that is affordable for them.
As shown in the figure 2.2.3, the housing with older structure year built tends to have less
price in Lincoln. This is a good deal for a new household. This new family will move out
after they have better income and can then find a better housing choice. For the
immigrant case, most of them will gather in a neighborhood that has similarities to their
culture.
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Figure 2.2.3 Number Housing Based On Structure year Built and Its Value For SingleFamily New House Construction Building Permits
Year
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Number of Housing Unit
1019
1156
1080
0
1305
1407
1870
1688
1232
0
829
539
558
501
544

Average Price
$120,000
$133,100
$138,200
$137,700
$139,900
$139,300
$157,300
$163,100
$169,900
$170,100
$156,900
$180,800
$188,400

Source: Citydata 2013

The examples of new household moved to culture influenced neighborhood are: Hispanic
in a Hispanic populated neighborhood, African in African populated neighborhood, Arab
in Arabian populated neighborhood and Chinese in Chinese populated neighborhood. The
choice trend is what usually creates China town, African corner, or Arabs Street. Certain
people gather in a certain area that has a visible border in between or called segregated.

II.3 Suitability and Feasibility Description of Study
Segregated neighborhoods that rise from a specific identified neighborhood could have a
strength and also weakness. Diverse neighborhoods are good, but have identity of certain
cultures, which is something that we must appreciate. Lincoln shows several corners of
its suburban as having an identity for certain culture. It is interesting to develop and could
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be a strength for tourism and cultural events. On the other hand, the weakness of a
concentrated minority neighborhood with more social and economic problems, will
create a multivariable hotspot for a de-gradated neighborhood. Crime rates, health
problems, housing problems, safety and education problems will overwhelm and destruct
the goal of Lincoln governments to provide decent and safe housing for every citizen.
HDS, a third national paired testing study to measure patterns of racial and ethnic
discrimination under HUD, offered a wealth of new information and analysis about
discrimination in rental and sales market. It yields five fundamental findings about
housing discriminations that are:
-

African Americans and Hispanics still face significant discrimination in
housing.

-

Discrimination against African American renters and homebuyers and against
Hispanic homebuyers has generally declined since 1989.

-

Housing discrimination is nationwide phenomenon.

-

Geographic steering represents an increasingly important form of
discrimination.

-

Analysis of variations suggests possible cause of discrimination. (Briggs
2003, 85-86)

In Lincoln, several previous research also found the phenomena of segregation. This
study, which is a time series of segregation phenomena analysis, has important
implications for better understanding the role of discrimination in creating residential
segregation and inequality. For the future, this analysis helps assessing the efforts to fight
against housing discrimination through public education, social outreach and government
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enforcement. This residential pattern geographical analysis could also extended to the
analysis of crime rates and health problems to assist the existing services or other types of
local planning that affect the spread of opportunity in segregated neighborhood.
Crime
Crime rates are much more affected by the geographical social condition. It is a common
problem that rises in a low-moderate income neighborhood where a lot of people will do
anything to survive. Not only the instinct to survive, but other factors such as social life,
lifestyle, education and work environment are also potential reason for the prevalence of
crime.
When crime is clustered together in similar pattern with residential, the safety becomes a
bigger issue because children and property’s safety also in stake. Today’s metropolitan
cities have more crime in downtown and it’s suburban than rural areas. This crime rate is
influenced by the existence of several kind of commercial areas that could invite bad
behavior such as pub and bar that serve alcohol beverages. Moreover this area worsens
by the ghetto neighborhood and dilapidated buildings or property.
In Lincoln, as one of other metropolitan in United States, the pub and bar is one of the
common commercial places that must be put in close watch for security and safety. One
of the favorite entertainment and hangout places, but Lincoln placed it in good strategy
around maintained property and well-kept neighborhoods. Though, the crime still raises
in number.
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The data above shows that most of the crimes happened in Lincoln are varied. By type,
the leading crimes are:
Figure 2.3.1 2011 Crimes Type Percentage
6%

3%

3%

13%

Theft
Bulrgaries
Assault
Auto Theft
75%

Other

Source: Citydata 2013

Crime and minority is widely understood to be related each other. For several reasons, a
geographical minority area that is next to commercial, retail, and liquor places, tend to
closely be related to the crime hotspot. Geography operates as a backdrop for social
interaction and social and economic outcomes. Cities and neighborhoods undergo
succession and change through the behavior of their inhabitants and decision of
governments and the private sector. Based in the figure 2.3.1, theft is the highest type of
crime happening in Lincoln. Defined as carrying away (transportation, removal) of the
tangible personal property of the other person with the intent to deprive him or her of the
possession permanently.
Government strengthens the patrol and surveillance of criminal hotspots, especially those
who are sex offenders. The location of the crime and the place of the person that was
involved in a sex offender case are strongly observed by the city of Lincoln, NE Police
Department (LPD). For tracking, LPD also using GIS as a tool.
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Health Problem
In Lincoln, DHHS has its own department to handle the Health Issue of Minority called
The Office of Health Disparities and Health Equity (OHDHE). The OHDHE works to
improve health outcomes for Nebraska's culturally diverse populations with a vision of
health equity for all Nebraskans. Priority Populations are: Racial ethnic minorities;
Native Americans; Refugees; Immigrants.
Figure 2.3.2 Leading Cause of Death for Minority based on Race
Race

African American

Native

Asian

Hispanic/Latino

Cancer

Cancer

Heart

Heart Disease

American
1

Heart Disease

Heart
Disease

2

Cancer

Cancer

Disease
3

Stroke

Unintentional

Stroke

Injuries
4

Diabetes

Diabetes

Unintentional
Injuries

Unintentional

Stroke

Injuries
5

Unintentional Injuries

Chronic

Diabetes

Diabetes

Liver Disease
and Cirrhosis
Source: Center for Disease Control and Prevention 2014

Unintentional Injuries have home and recreational injury sources included in it.
Nationally, the main cause of fatal injuries are: Motor vehicle (MV), poisoning,
suffocation, fall, and unspecified (Center for Disease Control and Prevention 2010).
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Thus, Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services (2013) has priority issues in
planning their program to:
•

Promote and provide training on cultural competency to improve access to health
services for racial ethnic minorities.

•

Provide relevant statistical data to assess and identify health status of racial ethnic
minorities.

•

Increase awareness of major health problems of racial and ethnic minorities and
factors that influence health.

•

Identify needs and expand community-based health promotion and disease
prevention outreach efforts.

•

Establish and strengthen networks, coalitions, and partnerships to identify and
address health problems.

•

Collaborate with public health partners to develop and promote programs and best
practices to achieve health equity.

The health issue in Lincoln for minority is taken seriously by the local government of
Lincoln by inputting several safety housing programs for the minority. Ensuring the
minorities are sheltered by decent and safe housing so they could have a good health
support for them and their family.
Crime and Health problems are two main problems that mostly rise in residential
segregated neighborhoods. From time to time, the evolution of the problem’s change is
based on the policy from federal or local government and the development of social
economic life itself. Thus, to analyze the change and the evolution of residential
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segregation patterns in Lincoln, a time series study of spatial geographic change of
residential segregation factor is needed. To see whether the government had a good
choice of program and policy previously or otherwise abandoning several spots of
geographic area, is now an overwhelming problem and have been in the same condition
for years of analysis.

II.4 Lincoln Residential Segregation Pattern Definition,
Variable and Method
In this study, the Lincoln Residential Segregation Pattern defines the concentrated level
of segregation: either social, economic, or housing condition. This has potential to be a
single identity cultural area or a segregated residential area with a lot of social problems
such as crime, health, and safety. The degree of integration or distinctiveness in society
of ethnical groups is represented by the residential patterning (Kim 2009).
Variables that will be used in this study relate to the potential where minority strongly
moves to. The negative impact of residential segregation will have multi variables to
analyze. Such as Population and Races; Median Income; Poverty level; Education
attainment; Median Housing value; and Median year built. Previously, several separated
analyses had used these variable for other cities’ residential segregations. But, in this
analysis, combining all the variables together using GIS will show whether the hotspot
concentrated on certain area or not.
The time series mapping using GIS also helps to reach a better understanding of what
happened to the residential segregation pattern in Lincoln from time to time. The
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changing of the hotspot or the evidence of certain hotspots that never change or even
moved from time to time. If the hotspot stays in a certain area from time to time, this
means a problem that passed from generation to generation is occurring.
Total Population
As one of factor in demographic analysis, population based count is very important to
record and estimate as close as the real number or has minimum margin of error. To do
analysis involving population, usually it has a companion or its dependence variable for
example race, sex, or age. The variable is used to understand or analyze the share of
population towards a spatial area.
The analysis of population shared in a certain spatial area usually is called density which
can be defined by the crowd level of the area. As well as the compact level of the
housing, density goes in a linear curve. Statistically, it is a dependent variable that needs
another variable to use in research.
Race
Racial data in the census bureau were derived from answers to the question on race that
was asked of individuals in the United States. In accordance with guidelines provided by
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the Census Bureau collects racial
data and this data is based on self-identification (U.S. Census Bureau (c) 2013). Racial
data that is used to analyze the composition of population could break into detail of one
race only, two races or even more races. Main races that identified as a standard by OMB
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are: White; Black or African American; American Indian and Alaska Native; Asian;
Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander; and two or more races.
Income below poverty status
Used to Compute Poverty Status (Money Income) are: (-) Includes earnings,
unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, Social Security, Supplemental
Security Income, public assistance, veterans' payments, survivor benefits, pension or
retirement income, interest, dividends, rents, royalties, income from estates, trusts,
educational assistance, alimony, child support, assistance from outside the household, and
other miscellaneous sources; (-) Noncash benefits (such as food stamps and housing
subsidies) do not count. (-) Before taxes; (-) Excludes capital gains or losses; (-) If a
person lives with a family, add up the income of all family members. (Non-relatives, such
as housemates, do not count.)
Measure of Need (Poverty Thresholds)
Poverty thresholds are the dollar amounts used to determine poverty status. Each person
or family is assigned one out of 48 possible poverty thresholds. Thresholds vary
according to size of the family and ages of the members. The United States (does not
vary geographically) is using the same thresholds. Using the Consumer Price Index for
All Urban Consumers (CPI-U), this data is updated annually for inflation.
Although the thresholds in some sense reflect families’ needs, there are several things
influencing the determination from outside. First, they are intended for use as a statistical
yardstick, not as a complete description of what people and families need to live. Second,
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Many government aid programs use a different poverty measure, the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines, or multiples thereof.
Poverty thresholds were originally derived in 1963-1964, using: (1) U.S. Department of
Agriculture food budgets designed for families under economic stress; (2) Data about
what portion of their income families spent on food (U.S. Census Bureau (b) 2013).
The relation between poverty and income are really close together and influence each
other because the income level will define if a household or a person will be able to fulfill
the needs for self and family. Computation/ Relation between Income and Poverty
measurement based on census bureau data that is used in this analysis are using the
household level.
If total family income is less than the threshold appropriate for that family, then; (1) The
family is in poverty; (2) All family members have the same poverty status; (3) For
individuals who do not live with family members, their own income is compared with the
appropriate threshold.
If total family income equals or is greater than the threshold, the family (or unrelated
individual) is not in poverty. The difference in dollars between family income and the
family's poverty threshold is called the Income Deficit (for families in poverty) or
Income Surplus (for families above poverty) -- Family A’s income surplus was $913 (or
$29,000 - $28,087).
Several statuses of occupation and social condition are out of survey’s reach. Thus, the
data will exclude these people whose poverty status cannot be determined. People
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Whose Poverty Status Cannot Be Determined are: (-) Unrelated individuals under age 15
(such as foster children); Income questions are asked of people age 15 and older; (-) If
someone is under age 15 and not living with a family member, we do not know their
income; (-) Since we cannot determine their poverty status, they are excluded from the
"poverty universe" (table totals).
Also we cannot determined the poverty level based on income for those people in: (1)
Institutional group quarters (such as prisons or nursing homes); (2) College dormitories;
(3) Military barracks; (4) Living situations without conventional housing (and who are
not in shelters) (U.S. Census Bureau (b) 2013).
Education Attainment
In the case of education, attention follows controversy and specific, high risk policy
decisions. For example, the integrated school which has mixed race students versus the
one race school for minority, or school for majority. Based on several inquiries about
education attainment, school with diverse student population has a higher education
quality rather than the one race school (reference). This might be caused by the social
interaction that the students have. Positive opportunity is strength for them to support and
learn from each other and grow a respectful and respectable individual for themselves.
Good attainment of social lives will be stronger if it goes along with the support of math
and science knowledge. The kids in every neighborhood have an equal opportunity to get
the best education for their future. Encouraging every family to give their kids a proper
education is a challenge that should be overcome as well as to have a better quality of
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life. Poverty is not caused by the inability to achieve only, but also low opportunities to
get a chance.
Following the Office of Management and Budget's (OMB) Statistical Policy Directive
14, the Census Bureau uses a set of money income thresholds that vary by family size
and composition to determine who is in poverty. If a family's total income is less than the
family's threshold, then that family and every individual in it is considered in poverty.
The official poverty thresholds do not vary geographically, but they are updated for
inflation using Consumer Price Index (CPI). The official poverty definition uses money
income before taxes and does not include capital gains or noncash benefits (such as
public housing, Medicaid, and food stamps).

II.5 Lincoln Housing Quality Definition, Tool, Method and
Relevance
City of Lincoln, NE specifically set an ordinance for housing quality that was not safe for
people who lived in it and the surrounding people and environment. To have a strong
and stable neighborhood, the housing quality is so important to focus on because of such
poorly maintained properties and boarded-up homes which reduces property value, raises
the crime level and brings unwanted behavior.
Housing Quality as Special Variable
Housing quality in Lincoln is defined by “All buildings, or portions thereof, shall be
adequately maintained so as to be free of deterioration that endangers or is likely to
endanger the life, limb, health, property, safety, or welfare of the public or occupants
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thereof. All exposed exterior surfaces, windows and doors of buildings, structures and the
premises upon which they are located shall be adequately maintained so as to not present
a deteriorated or blighted appearance” (City of Lincoln Urban Development Department
(b). 2013). Thus, Lincoln wasn’t only concerned about the structure quality, but also the
appearance of the house itself to the environment. Every single good quality of housing
will bring color and enriches the character of the neighborhood. A bad quality housing
situation brings down the neighborhoods value and character both.
The characteristic of bad quality of housings are:
1. Buildings boarded-up, left in a state of partial destruction or construction for three
or more months after the building permit has expired,
2. Buildings with broken windows that are hazardous,
3. Unpainted buildings which have begun to dry rot, warp, or become infested with
termites,
4. Buildings with cracked, chipped, flaking, peeling or missing paint over 25% of
any wall or building face,
5. Indoor furniture, such as upholstered couches, left exposed to the weather,
6. Yards with an accumulation of debris, litter, rubbish, and/or solid waste,
7. Yards with dead or dying trees and limbs that are a health or safety risk,
8. Buildings or yards which have substantial and noticeable conditions of blight or
deterioration (City of Lincoln Urban Development Department 2011).
Neighborhood character such as historical area and ethnics residential, have protected
and developed as the city strength. An opportunity to develop as a tourism area and
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interesting spot with unique character as what other cities have done is a housing strategic
goal. For examples, there is little china town in Chicago, a Korean neighborhood in LA,
and an African commercial corner in Lincoln.
Median Housing Value and Structure year Built
Good neighborhoods will have a stable property value and better housing structure
quality will have a higher value. In spite of using inflexible zoning which leads to a racial
segregated neighborhood, modern zoning with land use regulation sort out the urban
landscape, allowing some other uses, encouraging combination of some uses based on
their relationship to the public health, safety, and welfare. The mixed use development
raises the property’s value and brings more support and easier access for daily needs.
The access is suggested not only for daily needs, but also service to offer secure ladders
to education or job opportunities. Transportation systems and school numbers and
location play an important role in this. The integrated neighborhood with a good system
to raise the economic level in some perspectives encouraged by local government to
reduce the racial and ethnical segregation has a stable and safe environment for future.
Therefore, at the first stop of immigrants such as Asian and Hispanic, suburbs shall be
watched closely on the housing quality especially housing value. As two variables for the
housing quality determination, median housing value and structure year built are
applicable to analyze the fair housing choice, affordability, health, and crime studies.
From the DHHS data, statewide, for Asian households, the median value of owneroccupied homes was $143,600 which is the highest among any race or ethnic group. This
was about $23,000 higher than the median value of owner-occupied homes of non-
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Hispanic White households. American Indian households had the lowest median value of
owner-occupied homes at $74,600 followed by Hispanic or Latino households $81,600.
The median monthly rent payment by minority households in renter-occupied homes was
between $543 (American Indian households) and $661 (Asian households) similar to the
median rental payment of $611 for non-Hispanic White households. (Zhang 2011)
In this study, the analysis will not focus on housing value that was owned/rented by
certain races, but a bigger spatial area housing value analysis in census tract block group
which is represented by one of the housing quality special characteristics.
Controlling housing quality, both structure and appearance, structure year built analysis is
a powerful tool to analyze the condition of the housing. For safety and health issues, the
year of structure built gave a glimpse of housing condition. As time passes, parts of the
house needs to be updated by maintaining it.
Using GIS as a Tool, the result of the housing value and structure year built spatial
analysis will show concentrated low housing value area as the hot spot. And with the time
series maps of 1990, 2000, and 2010, we could observe the change of housing quality and
the development program relationship evolution.
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Chapter III Methodology and Analysis
Geography Information System is an integrated hardware, software and data for
capturing, managing, analyzing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced
information. Not only in traditional forms of reports and charts, GIS will allow us to see,
question, interpret, understand, and visualize the past, current, or future of a relationship,
pattern or trend (ESRI a. 2013).
Using GIS in this study to see the visual map of time series changes of segregation
phenomena in Lincoln, NE, will give us the information of residential segregation pattern
trend changing, the relationship of the variables, and the advantage-disadvantage of it.
From the social, economic and housing side, the advantage and disadvantage is already
introduced by previous chapter. This chapter is the final conclusion of what is happening
in Lincoln, and how it is right now and what step should take by planners to handle and
solve the problem. The advantage, is a powerful strength that planner can use for future
planning. As well as planning, GIS has a function to analyze data correlation statistically
using geostatistical analysis kernel density.
Figure 3.1 General Analysis Step

NHGIS tabular data
and shapefile of 1990,
200, 2010
Previous until current
housing policy and
Program.

Weighted Overlay
Spatial Analysis

Residential
Segregation Clustering
Pattern.
Planner act?
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Figure 3.2 Detailed Analysis Steps
Analysis of Residential Segregation
Evolution and Housing Policy in
Lincoln, NE
Literature Review
GIS Spatial Analysis
Weighted Overlay

Federal and Local housing policies
and programs change in time frame.

Multivariables:
NHGIS tabular data and
shapefile of 1990, 2000 and
2010
NHGIS tabular data and shapefile of
1990, 200, 2010 for all variables that
are:
1. Population density
2. Mixed race population
3. Income below poverty
4. Education attainment

Housing special characteristics:
1. Year structure built
2. Housing median value
Use percentage index formula.
Set environment: raster analysis as
specific as below: write 50.

Make separate map document for each year and using
GIS ArcToolbox:
1. Spatial Analysis: Feature to Raster
2. Reclassifying all variables into 3 classes using
Natural Break (Jenks) method.
Weighted Overlay
The process:
1. Input all variables into weighted overlay tool in GIS Spatial
Analysis Toolbox.
2. Set the weight of mixed race (MR) and year structure built
(YSB) equal to 18 and others variable equal to 16. OK
Result of
Weighted
Overlay
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III.1 Data Collection
All data is mainly collected from National History of Geography Information System
(NHGIS) as well as U.S. Census Bureau website. These two websites complement each
other and since the Federal shutdown occurred in the meantime of the study and data
collection processes, NHGIS acts as the main source while the census bureau was shut
down.
The data collection processes were done in census block group level for all time-series
variable data such as 1990, 2000, and 2010. Census block group data has a strength
power to do detail analysis as mentioned in chapter 1 page 15. The collection process is
better to do in separate years for every variable called tabular data and compile it in years
in an excel data base. NHGIS tabular data is grouped by dataset and year. Topics are
grouped by each dataset’s individual table and it’s availability for each decade may vary
by geographic level. (NHGIS 2013)
Beside census data, this study is also using shapefile data for GIS analysis. A shapefile is
defined as a pile of data that stores nontopological geometry and attribute information for
the spatial features in a data set. The geometry for a spatial feature is stored as a shape
comprised of a set of vector coordinates (ESRI 1998). The shapefile can also be
downloaded from NHGIS or census bureau website. Since this study is using NHGIS as
the main source for census data, using shape file data from NHGIS is more compatible
and makes it easier to track the Geographical Identity (GeoID). Therefore, NHGIS is
using GISJOIN instead of GeoID. The GISJOIN attribute is a unique identifier for every
geographical feature in the file.
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Downloaded tabular data sets were formatted in cvs. The raw data sets downloaded in
,cvs are still required to be processed in excel to have ready-to-use data sets. The process
in excel will include the cleaning process of unused columns, interpreting the label from
separate notebooks that come in the zip folders from NHGIS. Set the first row as the
main label only.
The tabular data will not be available directly in percentage as this study mostly uses. A
long with the data from NHGIS, and formula of variables that are mentioned in chapter I,
the raw data from NHGIS is processed into a useable data for the study. An exception is
made for the median housing value in block group, it is already available in NHGIS.
Therefore, the median housing value from NHGIS is a direct usable data.
Tabular data sets that used are:
•

Total population in Lincoln block group level (1990, 2000, and 2010).

•

Total population based on racial in Lincoln block group level (1990, 2000, and
2010).

•

Education attainment for 25 years over in Lincoln block group level (1990, 2000,
and 2010).

•

Income below poverty in Lincoln block group level (1990, 2000, and 2010).

•

Housing median value for pre-occupied by owner in Lincoln block group level
(1990, 2000, and 2010).

•

Structure year built in Lincoln block group level (1990, 2000, and 2010).

In GIS, to be able create the analyzed map, tabular data and shapefile are joined together
to create a feature that has complete information.
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III.2 Selection of the Variables
The feature with complete information has all processed variables in it. Variables that are
used in this study are: total population, racial diversity, education attainment, income
below poverty status, median housing value, and house structure year built older than 30
years old. The variable are chosen based on economic segregation, social segregation,
and special character for housing quality.
The variables are supposed to have Median income per-person or per-household to
analyze the economic condition in more detail. But fortunately, the data of income level
below poverty status is available so it is more effective to analyze the economic
segregation by one variable only. The income level below poverty status data is a set of
information that had a comparative match of income and the poverty status.
Figure 3.2.1 Multiple Variables from Two main Factor Analysis
No. Segregation Variables

Housing Quality Variables

1

Population Density

Median Housing Value

2

Mixed Race Percentage

Structure year Built Older than 30 Years

3

Education Attainment Less than High

4

Income Below Poverty Level

Because this study’s goal is to see the residential segregation pattern , that is observing
the segregation demography factors related with the special character of housing quality.
In this analysis, the special character of housing quality chooses to conduct research of
median housing value and structure year built which is based on the city of Lincoln.
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These are the factors that influence to determine the housing quality (refer to Chapter
2.5). Influence of every variable toward the analysis could be varied and could be equal,
depending on the assumption that is being used. In this study, the importance of variables
are slightly different due to the power of analysis direction. Multivariable that are use are
detailed as:
MULTIVARIABLE 1: SEGREGATION VARIABLES
Variable 1. Population density
Population density is a measuring number of people that lived in a certain area. For
example, number of people who lived in a square mile (population density over a square
mile). The formula used in this study is:

PDi =
PDi : Population Density in Block Group i

Ni
Ai

Ni : Number of Population in Block Group i
Ai : Area of Block Group i in sq mile
When a certain area has a very high density, apparently the tree canopy gets less due to
the land covered by building that is larger than green land cover. This will impact the
land heat and result in health problems in the areas of respiratory, allergy, dermatology,
and other damage on both physical and emotional health. In the United States, the areas
with this problem are mostly are mixed race neighborhoods (Jesdale et al. 2013).
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Variable 2. Mixed race percentage
Based on Iceland and Steinmetz (2003), when measuring residential housing patterns,
there needs to be a reference group chosen against which the housing patterns of other
groups can be compared. This research will determine race group based on majority
(white) and minority (non-white) group population. Minority (non-white) population
includes all Black, Asian, Hispanic, Pacific Islander, Indians, Alaskan Native and other
races. For the racial based measurement, the formula used in this study is:

𝑀𝑅% =

Ni − Nwi
𝑥 100%
Ni

MRi% : Mixed Race Percentage in Block Group i

Ni : Total Number of Population in Block Group i
Nwi : Number of White Population in Block Group i
Variable 3. Income below poverty level
Erbe (1975) analysis, demonstrated the importance of distinguishing between measures
of economic segregation that are conditioned on the underlying income distribution and
those that are not. In this study, the economic segregation will be using income below
poverty as an index. The formula used in this study is:

𝑃𝑖% =

Ni − Npi
𝑥 100%
Ni

Pi% : Poverty Level Percentage in Block Group i

Ni : Total Number of Population in Block Group i
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Npi : Number of Population with Income Below Poverty in Block Group i
In several decades’ census data, income and poverty status will have separate tabular
data. Such as 2000 and 2010, these two years have tabular data for personal income that
ranges based on the income in dollars and poverty level compared to income. Due to the
older system of census in 1990, the income and poverty data are only available when
combining tabular data of income below poverty level. This research will use income
below poverty level tabular data as combining variables for income and poverty level.
The tabular data of income below poverty level is obviously available for all three time
series years used in this research.
Variable 4. Education attainment
Farley (1977) also examined the interactions of residential segregation by race and social
class. As proxies for social class, Farley used the educational attainment of adult males
and the occupation of employed persons. In this research, the education attainment is
used as the social segregation variables (Jargowsky 1996, 985-987). For this study, the
education attainment measurement will use population of people with an age older than
24 years old and education less than high school. The formula is:

𝐸𝑖% =

Mli
𝑥 100%
Mi

Ei% : Education Attainment Less than High School Level Percentage in Block Group i
Mi : Total Number of Population older than 24 years in Block Group i
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Mli : Number of Population older than 24 years with Education Attainment Less than
High School in Block Group i
Neither of these measures are new, but they have seldom been applied together to the
issue under consideration in this research. “The most widely used measure of evenness
and the most-widely used measure of residential segregation, in general, is dissimilarity”
(Iceland, Daniel, and Erika 2002). Variables that are used in dissimilarity will also be
used in this research, but instead using different systems of analysis to conduct the
execution of data. GIS analysis, which is used in this study will show the degree of
clustering residential segregation by maps so it will ease the visual analysis. Thus, these
two methods have basic differences in conducting the analysis, both are used to measure
the clustering pattern of residential segregation.
MULTIVARIABLE 2: SELECTED HOUSING QUALITY CHARACTERISTIC
The strength of a house structure is very important to keep the occupants safe. As the
Affordable Housing act mentioned that government ensures to provide housing that is
safe and sound, the structure year built of housing database must be clear and controlled.
Because a lot of old structure houses have a low price and low income people can only
afford to buy a low priced house but can accommodate a lot of family members, older
structure houses become a big deal for the low income people. In fact, they would not
have budgets to take care of the structure maintenance that is absolutely needed by old
houses especially for those that are older than 30 years.
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Therefore, this study will use both median housing price and the structure year built for
the housing quality variables. The formulas that are used are:
Variable 5. Median Housing Value

𝑀𝐻𝑖 =

∑Vhi
𝑥 100%
Hi

MHi : Median Housing Value in Block Group i
Hi

: Total Number of Housing Unit in Block Group i

∑Vhi : Sum of Housing Value in Block Group i
Variable 6. Structure Year Built older than 30 years old

𝑆𝑌𝐵𝑖 =

∑Shi
𝑥 100%
Hi

SYBi : Number of Housing that Structure Year Built Older than 30 years in Block Group
i
Hi

: Total Number of Housing Unit in Block Group i

∑Shi : Sum of Housing Unit that Structure Year Built Older than 30 years in Block
Group i
On top of that, old houses could cause casualties: either injuries or death. This is a reality
that they already know. Bad maintenance on a bad condition house will bring any kind of
casualty to the family members, whether it is the adults or the children, both can be
affected. Helping those people to reduce the casualty and help them have a better quality
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of housing without the burdening of more problems, has been done by the government
from several decades ago. Different national situations bring different policies that are in
the Housing and Urban Development department (HUD).

III.3 Weighting the Variables
The Weighted overlay tool is the most used approach for overlay analysis to solve multicriteria problems. The Weighted Overlay tool lets you implement several of the steps in
the general overlay analysis process within a single tool.
The tool combines the following steps:
1. Reclassifies values in the input rasters into a common evaluation scale of
suitability or preference, risk, or some similarly unifying scale
2. Multiplies the cell values of each input raster by the rasters' weight of importance
3. Adds the resulting cell values together to produce the output raster
The tool only accepts integer rasters as input, such as a raster of land use or soil types.
Continuous (floating-point) rasters must be reclassified to integer before they can be
used. (ESRI)
Weighting the variables is necessary to set the influence of every variable for this study.
The assumption in this study is that all the variables have an equal share of influence
toward the residential segregation. If all variables have equal influences to the residential
pattern, it will bring equal power for every variable to put their hands on change and
development of the map of residential segregation pattern.
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Using GIS as the tool to analyze it using the power of more than one variable or multi
variable will provide a visual map and data to observe, predict, and understand the
change of the residential pattern over a period of time, also the evolution of the
residential segregation pattern in Lincoln, NE as well as the growth of city of Lincoln.
The process of weighting the variable using GIS as the tool in this study sets the sum of
influence equal to 100 and assumes all the variables have equal influence to the
Residential segregation practice. The window process is shown below.
Figure 3.3.1 Weighted Overlay Processing Window
The reclassifying value will only use three
classifying categories that determine the
level of segregation. The levels are: (1)
value 1 shows block groups that are a
community in advantages with high level
weighted variables; (2) value 2 shows
block groups that are a combination
community with different level weighted
variables available; and (3) value 3 shows
block groups that are defined as a residential segregated community with low level of
weighted variables. The community with value of weighted overlay equal to 3 is a
hotspot of less opportunity available and has high social, economic and physical
problems.
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III.4 Conducting the Analysis
Analysis for this study is using two types of GIS spatial analysis tools. One of these tools
is Weighted Overlay with Multivariables and the other one is Geostatistical Analysis with
Multivariables.
1. Weighted Overlay
The spatial analysis uses a choropleth map of residential segregation pattern
supporting the previous similar multivariable research that is needed to conduct
for better understanding of the relation between all the variables. Choropleth map
using graded shading or color as symbol inside certain area to show value or
average of property or quantity (Farlex 2014). Weighted overlay analysis will use
numbers to symbolize the classification of every variables’ value. Classification
processes in this research are always using Natural Breaks (Jenks) method.
2. Classification with Natural Breaks (Jenks)
Natural Breaks finds groupings and patterns inherent in your data.

Natural Breaks (Jenks) method preferable because the index in Jenks will have
equal number of member for certain classifying. In this research, all index have to
have member to make it available to analyze in weighting overlay method.
Unavailable of member in one of the classification, will result in error or missing
class in weighting overlay method. Murayy and Shyy (2000) also support of using
Jenks classification method for choropleth maps. Eventually, Jenks will finds
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groupings and patterns inherit in research data set. It also reduce the data error
and obtain real representation for creating a choropleth map.

3. Feature to Raster
After deciding the classification method, to conduct weighted overlay analysis,
the map feature need to convert into a raster map data. When doing the first step
of creating raster from a feature, the process will classify the value of the
provided data (using natural break by Jenks). The raster values are reclassified in
order to match it with the weighted overlay analysis system to work. Therefore,
the raster feature in weighted overlay has to be in a number symbol. Raster value
arranged with assumption order, from homogeny neighborhood with number 1,
neutral neighborhood with number 2, to segregated neighborhood symbolized
with number 3.
In most of variable, the classification data are naturally in assumption order,
except for the housing value. In reclassifying process, housing value need to
reorder as reverse to match the assumption order.
4. Geostatistical Analysis for all Variables
Besides using choropleth map analysis, this study is also adding analysis using a
geostatistical analysis wizard tool to see the correlation of all variables in time
series. The Analysis will use Kriging. The statistical analysis will show the
prediction of spreading level patterns.
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“Kriging is an interpolator that can be exact or smoothed depending on the
measurement error model. It is very flexible and allows you to investigate graphs
of spatial auto- and cross-correlation. Kriging uses statistical models that allow a
variety of output surfaces including predictions, prediction standard errors,
probability and quantile. The flexibility of kriging can require a lot of decisionmaking” (ESRI 2010).
ArcGIS Geostatistical Analyst provides a suite of statistical models and tools for
spatial data exploration and surface generation. Using ArcGIS Geostatistical
Analyst, you can create a statistically valid prediction surface, along with
prediction uncertainties, from a limited number of data measurements (ESRI
2010).
Visual analysis using map and time series data have a strong impact in better
understanding and are easier to read and conduct the analysis. The products are also
easier to present to the public and other people in community based communication and
public hearings. In this case, the product is more interesting and attractive to see, because
maps are used as the main product of analysis. This advantage of GIS map analysis gets
more strengthened by the visible change in a certain time frame.
Time series data of maps are being used to evaluate and observe the change of
segregation patterns in three decades. From 1990, 2000, and 2010 where the policy about
housing changes in time as well. The policy analysis conducts additional information for
a general change of local government goals toward the residential market. As a common
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topic in planning, segregation reduction policies are sometimes missing from the agenda.
This time series change explains the evolution of residential segregation in Lincoln.
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Chapter IV Result
IV.1 Maps Description
Geography Information System is integrated hardware, software and data for capturing,
managing, analyzing, and displaying all forms of geographically referenced information.
Not only in traditional forms of report and chart, GIS will allow us to see, question,
interpret, understand, and visualize the past, current, or future of a relationship, pattern or
trend (ESRI c. 2013).
Using GIS in this study to see the visual map of time series change of segregation
phenomena in Lincoln, NE, will give us the information of residential segregation pattern
trend changing, the relationship of the variables, and the advantage-disadvantage of it.
From the social, economic and housing side, the advantage and disadvantage is already
introduced in the previous chapter. This Chapter is the final conclusion to what was
happening in Lincoln, and how it is right now and what step should take by planners to
handle and solve the problem.
Clustering residential segregation based on the high variable number concentrated in
certain parts with weighted overlay analysis allows multivariable to be measured in one
execution by equal or unequal percentage of every variable power. The process of weight
overlay is working under a single number to symbolize (switch over) the real value. The
results are symbolized in number. Multivariable breaks down into the number 1 to 3 as
symbol. The real value of the number symbols' is the explanation of residential
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segregated level. Level 1 is white neighborhood. 2 is diverse neighborhood. 3 is minority
segregated neighborhood.

IV.2 Residential Segregation in 1990, 2000, and 2010 using
Weighted Overlay with Multivariable
Weighting overlay method mostly has accurate result and easy to understand if used to
conduct multivariable census-based deprivation indexes. As segregation indicating
arrangements with lack of order and has to have minority domination in population
(Freeman & Sunshine 1970), the weight of mixed race percentage has a bigger number to
show its importance. Indeed, in weighting overlay method, the result tend to be a general
value rather than specific one (Kawachi & Berkman 2003).
Values are symbolizing the weighted level for every census block group: value 1 shows
block groups that are a community of advantages with low level weighted variables and
gradually moves to value 3 showing block groups that are defined as residential
segregated communities with a high level of weighted variables. The community with a
value of weighted overlay equal to 3 is a hotspot of less opportunity available and has
high social, economic and physical problems.
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Figure 4.2.1 Map of Residential Segregation Pattern in 1990 using Weighted Overlay
Analysis

Figure 4.2.1 shows Weighted Overlay1990 (Weighted Overlay
Analysis of 1990 map that some patterns of segregated
neighborhoods clustered together and creates a pattern of
concentrated social, economic and physical problems.
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Figure 4.2.2 Map of Residential Segregation Pattern in 2000 using Weighted Overlay
Analysis

Figure 4.2.2 shows the census data of 2000 is picturing the
condition of 1990’s. At that time, the residential and housing
market is in a stage of finding a lot of problem caused by the
expired of section 8 and deteriorated housing structure. Locally,
in Lincoln development of affordable housing applied by
Housing and Community Development Plan 1995-2000 using CDBG and HOME to
provide low income Nebraskan household with a safe and decent housing.
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Figure 4.2.3 Map of Residential Segregation Pattern in 2010 using Weighted Overlay
Analysis

Figure 4.2.3 shows residential segregation will have time to turn
up and down depend on how housing policy and program
working to reduce segregation that happening. Thus in 2010
data, the clustering of residential segregation pattern could be
more obvious or less visible than other years. Therefore, 2010
shapes a more spreading segregated block group that lack of order or in this study, as
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used for the variable, the problems are: high density that will cause less green canopy,
income below poverty level, education less than high school, low housing value and
housing structure built older than 30 years.

IV.3 Variables Choropleth Maps of 1990, 2000 and 2010
In choropleth map, the gradation colors classification are defined based on the Natural
break (Jenks). Will visible on the map, several blocks with similar classifications colored
yellow are sharing borders together which is called clustering. The variable result will not
really close with the weighted overlay result because when the variables acts
individually, the power to defined as segregation is less. Incontrast, when it analyzed
together with the other variables in weighted overlay, the power of similar value will get
stronger.
All six variables used in this study will have its individual choropleth map with the
explanation of the trend that was happening and the clustering pattern. Still using the
same classification method, natural breaks (Jenks) enhance the groupings and patterns for
all variables data. This series will support and give detail pieces of what was happenned
in weighted overlay process.
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Figure 4.3.1 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Population Density.

Figure 4.3.1 shows that 1990 population density map shapes
spreading cluster in big area from downtown as the center and
go toward north east through south east. In other word, the east
part of Lincoln is area with biggest population.
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Figure 4.3.2 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Population Density.

Figure 4.3.2 shows that the main largest cluster in 2000 goes
around north east trough south east with some block on north
west side. West Lincoln seems to has less population due to
natural or other barriers such as rail road, flood plain, protected
wet lands, and so on.
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Figure 4.3.3 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Population Density.

Figure 4.3.3 shows that in 2010, groupings and pattern start to
spread to the west. Reducing population density in east area and
equally spread it to the west side of Lincoln will encrease the
economic development in west area north,. East to south east area
are keep dominated with highest dense population block group.
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Figure 4.3.4 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Mixed Race.

Figure 4.3.4, racial diversity analysis maps, is showing a drastic
evolution of clustering trends and movements of mixed race
communities. From the 1990 map, it is showing a mass compact
cluster in the downtown east part.
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Figure 4.3.5 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Mixed Race.

Figure 4.3.5 shows that in 2000, the cluster around downtown
grow larger into almost all direction except northwest side
that mostly industrial area with the rail road. The choropleth
maps help to identified block group that have to focused on
where improvement program encouraged to apply.
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Figure 4.3.6 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Mixed Race.

Figure 4.3.6 shows that in 2010, cluster of mixed race get
disperse not only in downtown but almost to outskirt of
Lincoln block group, there are two significant groupings that
visible. One in the north east downtown or next to university
east boundary and another one on the south west area around A and 10th street.
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Figure 4.3.7 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Education Attainment Less than High
School

Figure 4.3.7 shows that education attainment less than high school
segregation pattern look more disperse in1990. There less likely no
groupings or patterns around downtown, but significantly spread
toward the outskirt. It possibly caused by the location of
agribusiness or farm and industrial site that pull the human resource with low education
the most.
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Figure 4.3.8 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Education Attainment Less than High
School

Figure 4.3.8 shows large cluster around downtown in 2000. It is
still so obvious this patterns caused by the industrial site pull of
human resource need. Another significant grouping is the block
groups on the east side of university.
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Figure 4.3.9 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Education Attainment Less than High
School

Ultimately, in 2010 the directions of spread move towards north
east side with several patterns more similar to 2000 pattern
around downtown as shown by Figure 4.3.9. These education
attainment series maps also help us understand the evolution of
education in Lincoln that getting better for years because the
level of high education people is getting larger in 2010.
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Figure 4.3.10 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Income below Poverty

Figure 4.3.10 shows a mass group of clustering in downtown. The
changes of clustering from a compact cluster in 1990 grow into a
bigger cluster in 2000 and then disperse in 2010. The grouping and
pattern in the map shows a significant mass of block groups
collecting together on the east trough south of university border.
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Figure 4.3.11 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Income below Poverty

Figure 4.3.11, 2000 maps, the grouping grow larger to the north
side of university border. With several missing groups on the
south side. Bigger grouping is a sign of bad development of an
unequal spread of welfare.
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Figure 4.3.12 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Income below Poverty

Figure 4.3.12 shows an interesting part in this map series. in
2010, the university block group is included in the census tract
and shows color of income below poverty. This result shows a
phenomena where the university dominated by student with part
time job and student loan so that their income is not in a good
level yet.
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Figure 4.3.13 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Median Housing Value

Figure 4.3.13 shows that housing value depend on many factors
either physical or economical. Neighborhood condition, structure,
style, previous owner, year built, also the national economy and
political stability have influence in determine a housing value. In
1990 and 2000, the pattern has a small concentration in a certain
area only.
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Figure 4.3.14 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Median Housing Value

Figure 4.3.14 shows that in 90’s, when census 2000 data
collected, US housing market was in the highest peak point and
most of housing price go up and up following the fast
development phase. Therefore, there is no significant cluster
pattern on 2000 map of Housing Value.
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Figure 4.3.15 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Median Housing Value

Figure 4.3.15 shows that in 2010, the value of housing are very
low and show that almost all around Lincoln area have a low
value housing. It might relate to the economic condition in 2008
where housing value were fell down freely and stock market
monetary failure.
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Figure 4.3.16 Map of Segregation Variable in 1990, Structure Year Built later than 30
years

Figure 4.3.16 shows that in 2010, houses structure dominated by
older built are less spread. Most of downtown block group has
darkest color and gradually moved to rural area and outskirt of
City of Lincoln. Darker color mean older structure year built
houses are dominating. It clearly shows how fast the housing
market grew at that time. Downtown building leaved as it is for historical preservation
purpose.
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Figure 4.3.17 Map of Segregation Variable in 2000, Structure Year Built later than 30
years

Figure 4.3.17 shows that significant big mass of block group
is clustering together. There is need to have new development
or renew the building structure and create some economic
activity. The structure year built in 1990, 2000 and 2010
show a constant cluster of housing with structure older than
30 years.
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Figure 4.3.18 Map of Segregation Variable in 2010, Structure Year Built later than 30
years.

Figure 4.3.18 shows that there is a constant pattern of
housing with structure older than 30 years from time to time.
Back to when the city start developed, the building structure
year built in downtown will close to it, as well as the
housing. Some of them are protected building due to
historical preservation purpose. As the result, downtown is dominated by older structure
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building until now. Thus, housing condition both appearance and physical have to watch
closely and government has put more effort to bring all resident to involve in.

IV.4 Kriging Geostatistical Analysis for Residential Segregation
Variables in 1990, 2000, and 2010
For the cross validating, the Kriging Analysis is conducted, this method shows the
change of clustering and the spread throughout the city. Blue color for area with low level
of detected segregation problems and gradually change into red color for area with high
level of detected segregation problems. This method less detail than choropleth map but,
it will predict the value of area without data based on the value of area surround it border.
From the Kriging geostatistical analysis using variables in this research shows an
evolution of segregation in color spread from the hot spot of demographic, physical, and
social problem (segregated). Segregated block group are getting less concentrated
proofed by the less dark color of red and blue spotted in 2010. Less dark color mean
shorter range and it determine the city social community direction into a more mixed,
blended and stabilized condition.
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Figure 4.4.1 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 1990, Variable
1 Population Density

Figure 4.4.1, the population density geostatistical analysis shows a
change of population number pattern change from a spread from
centered blocks in 1990, into a leap frog pattern with several
spreading hot spots in 2000.
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Figure 4.4.2 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2000, Variable
1 Population Density

Figure 4.4.2 shows that as the leap frog appeared on the 2000
geostatistical map, there are four main group of red dots or hot
spots. Those hot spots mostly take part on the north east to south
east of Lincoln.
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Figure 4.4.3 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2010, Variable
1 Population Density

Figure 4.4.3 shows that the segregation spread back again into
single spot centered pattern in 2010. The darkest color level for
segregated area in 2010 is not as darker as 1990 or 2000. Equal
population spread will enable more equal opportunity and reduce
the heat canopy. But it doesn’t mean compact development is not a
good development method.
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Figure 4.4.4 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 1990, Variable
2 Mixed Race

Figure 4.4.4 mixed race geostatistical analysis shows a very
interesting color spread where red and blue has its' own power in
certain area. In 1990, the red color which is a sign of mixed race
people are live has a very strong influence on the downtown into
northwest side of Lincoln.
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Figure 4.4.5 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2000, Variable
2 Mixed Race

Hjbdch

Figure 4.4.5 the geostatistical map for the mixed race in 2000 shows
a very significant of segregated value showed by a very dark red
color on the east part of downtown and university border. The
pattern goes spread into the west side of Lincoln and getting dark
again to the northwest area.
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Figure 4.4.6 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2010, Variable
2 Mixed Race

Figure 4.4.6 shows that in 2010 the color level get less tense rather
than other two years of series and less spreading of red dot. Similar
to what happened on the population density in 2010. Equal condition
with less range between the smallest number and largest number of
problems is clearly visible.
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Figure 4.4.7 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 1990, Variable
3 Education Attainment Less than High School

Figure 4.4.7 shows that for education attainment in 1990, even
though Lincoln has several University and Colleges around it
municipal area. A tense red dot are visible in several different
area. The red spot still visible on the north east but we could also
detect a small spot on the east side of downtown.
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Figure 4.4.8 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2000, Variable
3 Education Attainment Less than High School

Figure 4.4.8 shows that in 2000, the darkest red spot visible on
the north east of Lincoln with one only big spot and one small
spot towards downtown. Significantly noticeable, the range of
red color level getting less than previous years. The darkest
red spot not visible anymore, but the pattern of red color still
take part on east to south west passing by downtown.
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Figure 4.4.9 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2010, Variable
3 Education Attainment Less than High School

Figure 4.4.9 shows that the Spreading of hot spot in red
atmosphere getting wider from east Lincoln to the West side
of Lincoln in 2010. A significant steady blue spot is visible
on the southwest part of Lincoln.
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Figure 4.4.10 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 1990,
Variable 4 Income below Poverty

Figure 4.4.10 shows that income below poverty level in Lincoln
has a very obvious pattern with wide range of difference
between area with lowest income (spotted with dark red color)
and area with highest income (spotted with the blue color). The
mass block group cluster together in downtown and north east of
Lincoln.
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Figure 4.4.11 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2000,
Variable 4 Income below Poverty

Figure 4.4.11 shows that in 2000 geostatistical map of Income
below poverty, downtown is the main center of the hot spot and
go around the university border. The blue spot dominated the
southeast part and obviously has a very dark color.
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Figure 4.4.12 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2010,
Variable 4 Income below Poverty

Figure 4.4.12 surprisingly shows that the income below poverty in
2010 have a really big center of significant segregated
neighborhood, and the University area is included in it. On the map
also visible another new center of hot spot on the north east part of
Lincoln. While the blue center area spread largely on the southern
part of Lincoln and less intense blue color on the east and west side.
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Figure 4.4.13 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 1990,
Variable 5 Median Housing Value

Figure 4.4.13 shows that median housing value choropleth maps
has a very obvious pattern with wide range of difference between
lowest income (spotted with dark red color) and highest income
(spotted with the blue color) area. Also noticed, the hot spot has
tendency to follow the transportation track. First pattern is rail
road and second pattern is the airport area.
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Figure 4.4.14 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2000,
Variable 5 Median Housing Value

Figure 4.4.14 shows that in 2000, the pattern a little bit shift from
the transportation trail and get less tense on the north east area. It is
rather moved towards the southern part and create another hot spot
center. The airport area still has a red atmosphere even though it
less tense than 1990 geostatistical map of housing median value.
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Figure 4.4.15 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns in 2010,
Variable 5 Median Housing Value

Figure 4.4.15 shows that not only the color less dark in 2010, the
spread of red dot also moving towards northeast area. This maps
result could lead planner into a new development of housing around
northeast of Lincoln or develop a commercial area to rise the value
of housing and put more effort in quality of housing structure
control.
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Figure 4.4.16 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns 1990, Variable 6
Structure Year Built

Figure 4.4.16 shows that in 1990, the Structure Year Built
analysis map has a new development of housing around
downtown. At that time, this area is the suburban of City of
Lincoln. New residential area started to develop in the suburban
at that time. Red concentrated area is downtown with a lot of
older structure built and historical building.
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Figure 4.4.17 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns 2000, Variable 6
Structure Year Built

Figure 4.4.17 shows that in 2000, the blue spot getting les darker
but more spread to other direction. Northwest area has a deep
blue color for a new built structure development. It is also show
some new Structure Built in downtown. It shows by the red spot
get less dark and also the darkest red change shape even though
it getting spread more to east part than the 1990 map.
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Figure 4.4.18 Kriging Analysis Map of Residential Segregation Patterns 2010, Variable 6
Structure Year Built

Figure 4.4.18 shows that the red spot in downtown for 2010
structure year built has not change much except the less intense
of red color than in 1990. The fact of downtown housing
protected for the historical preservation, make a difficult choice
for planner to redevelop the area. Reuse or recycle the function
so that the old structure with value worth to preserve.
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From both weighted overlay and geostatistical analysis, the detail of map completing
each other and presented to provide an easy access to understand and read the trend of
change and shift of a variable from time to time. Therefore, the map put in order of year.
The tendency of shift and change cause by external variable that still unknown. It is a
planner job to find those variables trough more research and more brain storming both
with government bodies and public to solve problem that rose and make a decision.
Either weighted overlay 6 variables detailed with choropleth or geostatistical has a
significant advantages. First, choropleth has a detail block group analysis creating groups
or patterns while geostatistical do not show any detailed block group level raster. Second,
choropleth do not show any center point rather a mass of clustering while geostatistical
analysis shows a visible center with darkest color as a hot spot. Third, with a three classes
available on choropleth, it is easier to distinguish the area with maximum or minimum
problem and neutral area as well while geostatistical analysis have a continuous
degradation color based on the value show a pattern of transition from one darkest red
color into a dark blue color as a sign of continuous change level of problems.
Therefore, both of analysis used in this study to support each other advantages and
disadvantages. The disadvantages not only an obstacle that need to step over, but also a
challenge for further development and new idea. Using GIS as a tool to conduct this
study, choropleth map and geostatistical map appeared as an ultimate result to make
reader has deeper understand and though about segregation clustering evolution from
1990, 2000 and 2010.
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Chapter V Conclusion
With Weighted Overlay Analysis using GIS, the evolution of residential segregation in
Lincoln could be observed, understood and predicted in the trend of change. It is
undeniable that downtown is the most compact of the residential segregation pattern area.
Segregated neighborhoods have a tendency to have segregated neighborhoods in its
surroundings. In 1990, the pattern of residential segregation concentrated downtown and
has a separate block group pattern in the northeastern area. The 2000 map of analysis
showed a decrease in segregated neighborhoods downtown. Indeed it is moving to the
northeast outskirts of the city. Less concentrated clusters is an indicator of less residential
segregation.

V.1 Maps Result Discussion
Multivariable that are used in the analysis are variables that measure the condition of
neighborhoods as well as determine whether it is a segregated neighborhood or not. Three
neighborhood classifications are used, which is white neighborhoods symbolized by a
lighter color, and segregated neighborhoods symbolized by red or darker color. Minimum
number of red or darker color grouped together shows a low level of residential
segregation pattern phenomena. The more scattered the pattern is shows that segregated
neighborhoods are not influencing each other. Meanwhile, the product of this study
shows that segregated neighborhoods in Lincoln have times when it is clustered around
downtown for 1990 and 2010 but move to another direction in 2000.
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Figure 5.1 Weighted Overlay Analysis Product of 1990, 2000, and 2010

1990

2000

2010

But as the time passes, a big dynamic change has occurred during those time series years.
Rather than being concentrated in a small area, the residential segregation clustered into a
bigger area. It is spreading towards all direction with downtown as the center in 2010.
Initially, under US Housing Act 1937, federally assisted housing had to be developed on
a slum-clearance site, leading to locations that were surrounded by neighborhood areas
with serious physical, economic, and social problems. Since then, the government had
struggles in the Mixed-Income Housing Development program. (Varady et.al 1998, 215)
After 1990, Architecture and Urban design takes a role in redevelopment efforts. At some
point, the redevelopment raises a consensus of either a success or a failure. Lincoln had
this phase as well as other cities in the United States. As seen on Geostatistic Analysis for
2000, the hotspot downtown is getting more overwhelming which could be indicative of a
big failure of policy to encourage more diverse neighborhoods and reach a stable
neighborhood together with it.
When government reviews the policy and makes a big change in housing strategy, the
redevelopment grows to a better success story such as what Lincoln is achieving right
now. From the Geostatistic Analysis for 2010, it shows a new direction of housing
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strategy by expanding the diverse and less concentrated neighborhood areas with serious
physical, economic and social problems.

V.2 Planning Step Discussion for Further Decision Making in
Lincoln
As a planner, dealing with segregation problems that only turn up and down, we need to
have a new way to solve it. Especially in Lincoln, eliminating is not a choice and
impossible to do anyway. In this era of modernization and freedom it is not a bad thing to
be different. Everyone has a right to be respected by others in spite of differences.
Reducing the problem with housing and development strategy is a strategic way to solve
it. Embracing the culture and people to create a safe, strong and stable community shall
be a better decision to make rather than clustering them or eliminate them. Embracing
segregation does not mean that it is fine to be different and have stagnant life style.
Embracing segregation is an idea of facilitating the mixed area with support so that they
have better standard housing and quality of life.
Figure 5.2.1 Ethnic Commercial Area

a.

b.

c.

Source: a. Be a Local | Cook Hotel and Conference Center. (n.d.), b. Coffee With a Beat - Oakland |
Urbanspoon. (n.d.)., c. Olsen's Scandinavian Foods - Norwegian, Swedish, Danish Food. (n.d.).
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Shown by Figure 5.2.1 as an example, embrace the segregated area by facilitating them
with a decent commercial area and escalating their culture as a point of interest.
Furthermore, facility that shall be provided is a City Event Center for Minorities (figure
5.2.2). Held minority festival as a city event and has a designated civic area as the center
of all events is one of mediating cultural activity. These facilities are not only good to
mediate the minority, but also a source of entertainment and tourism for both local and
visitor.
Figure 5.2.2 City Event Center for Minorities

a.

b.

c.

Source: a. Customs of Chinese Ethnic Minorities on Mid-Autumn Festival. (n.d.), b. Yu, D. 2011, c. The
Incredible Holi Festival of Colors Page. (n.d.)

The multicultural activity will strengthen the bond between communities and make the
minority feel more welcomed and accepted within the city neighborhood. Involving local
communities as part of the event is encouraged. The real feeling of being united is when
everyone can have fun together without any differences getting in the way.
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